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KNOWN AND UNKNOWN OFFICIALS
During my stays in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in October/November 1993 and July/August 1994 I
transcribed a number of incomplete papyri which either mention various officials already known to
us or acquaint us with others, hitherto unknown. In the case of the officials already known to us
the texts published in the present article give us an impression, among other facts, about the
number of petitions and other documents directed to them (cf.P.Yale I 611) and/or in which they
are mentioned; the publication of to date unknown officials has the additional advantage that they
may be helpful to our colleagues in deciphering new texts2.
1

On the number of 1.804 petitions submitted to the praefectus Aegypti, Subatianus Aquilla, in the
course of two full days and part of a third day, see R. Haensch, ZPE 100, 1994, 487(with footnote 2)
and Appendix III (544ff.).
2 There are several more papyri in the Michigan papyrus collection mentioning officials. Often
these texts are so uninformative that the question may be raised whether they should be published. As
examples of very many such texts may serve three papyri :
(a) P.Mich. inv. 5987b from the 1930/31 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
(found in structure 30-CS190-A) :
] t“ krat¤!tƒ dioikhtª
[parå
] .mmev! épÚ k≈mh! Kara[n¤do! t∞! ÑHrakle¤dou mer¤do! toË ÉAr!ino¤tou nomoË
-----------------------------------------The papyrus measures 9 x 4 cm. It is regularly cut off at the top and the right; it is regularly
broken off at the bottom and partially so at the left. The text runs along the fibers. The other side was
probably blank. At the top 2 cm. are left free. Traces of a previous, washed off text are still visible.
On palaeographical grounds I would date this text which does not offer any relevant information
to A.D. II(/III). The chances are good that we are dealing with a request to be allowed to buy property
in the possession of the fiscus (cf. P.Bub. 1-3 introduction);
(b) P.Mich. inv. 5478b from the 1928/29 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
(found in structure 28-C87K-A) :
]a`¤ou gumna!iarxÆ[!anto!
] .a (draxma‹) rk )
Y∆y (draxma‹) ] ib´ Fa«fi (draxma‹) h´ ÑAyÁr (draxma‹) ib ´, (g¤nontai) (d`ra
` x` m
` a
` ‹` )` [
The papyrus measures 6 x 7 cm. It is regularly cut off at the top (approximately 3.8 cm. are left
free) and regularly broken off at the right. At the bottom at least 1.2 cm. have been left free. The text
runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The text has to be dated to A.D. III.
The chances are good that the name of the former gymnasiarch is Ptolema›o! but too many
(former) gymnasiarchs bearing that name are listed in P.J.Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle Liste des gymnasiarques des métropoles de l' Égypte romaine, Studia Amstelodamensia XXVIII, Zutphen 1986, to make
an identification possible. Monthly payments (of taxes ?) are listed. Line 2 was bracketed = deleted;
(c) P.Mich. inv. 5838a from the 1930/31 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
(found in structure 30-C123BBJ-A) :
------------------]!trathgvi §panagk`[
]n ka‹ tå d¤kaiã moi t`[
]nto! eﬁ! tØn ta[. .]. .[
4

traces of 1 more line
-------------------
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With the exception of text no. 8 all the other texts were found during the excavations of the
University of Michigan at Karanis in the course of several campaigns (1924/25 - 1934/35)3.
Several of the texts found in Karanis originated in other localities (cf. texts nos. 1, 3, 12, 15, 17
and 18)4. Since a large number of originals have been returned to Cairo, I worked mainly from
photographs. The exceptions being texts nos. 8 and 23.
I wish to thank Ludwig Koenen for his permission to publish these texts here. Dr.Traianos
Gagos was helpful in many respects when I was writing this article.
1) Petition to Gaius Valerius Eudaimon, Prefect of Egypt, Concerning Rent
P.Mich. inv. 63525
Antinoopolis

16.2 x 10 cm.

ca.142/43 A.D.
Plate VIa

Ga¤vi OÈaler¤vi E[Èda¤moni §pãrxvi AﬁgÊptou]

4

8

parå AÈrhl¤a! Didu`[m
épÚ t∞! ÉAntinÒou]
pÒlev!.
m°gi![te
bo`ht`o`!` dikaiokri!`[¤a!
tå d¢ t∞! §nteÊje≈[! mou ¶xei oÏtv!.
mvn g`enÒÅmeno!Ä moi ¶kdi`[ko!
rion §n t“ b∞ta grãm`[mati plinye¤ƒ X
th! taÊth! pÒlev! k[
érgur¤ou §ngÊ! pou p`[
!xedÚn …! eﬁp›n t ` .[
ëper ka‹ aÈtØ •kou!¤`a . [

The papyrus measures 5 x 2 cm. The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably
blank. The text is irregularly broken off at all sides. It has to be dated to A.D. II/III.
In this case we do not even know whether we are dealing with §pi]!tratÆgvi or with ] !trathg«i
nor can we determine the nature of the text.
The above texts only become of interest when they are combined with other fragments to form a
larger entity. To reach this goal all the many fragments found during the excavations of the
University of Michigan at Karanis have first to be transcribed one by one!
3 Cf. E.M. Husselman, Karanis Excavations of the University of Michigan in Egypt. 1928 - 1935.
Topography and Architecture. Kelsey Museum of Archaeology Studies 5, Ann Arbor 1979.
Especially for an explanation of the excavation labels. Cf. now also P. van Minnen, ZPE 100, l994,
227ff.
4 Papyri originating from other localities but excavated at Karanis are not rare (cf., e.g., SB XII
11105 : Ptolemais Nea; 11106 : Dinnis; 11109 : Kerkesucha; 11111 : Ptolemais Hormu). It may be
rewarding to collect papyri excavated at Karanis but written in another locality to establish where
persons at a certain moment living at Karanis had lived/functioned before.
5 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the
season of 1932/33. Found in structure 32-CS95-E.
The papyrus is rather regularly cut off at the top and at the left. The text runs along the fibers.
The back was probably blank. At the top 3.6 cm. have been left free and 3.4 to 4.2 cm. at the left.
One vertical fold is still visible. Between Ga¤vi and OÈaler¤vi 1 cm. has been left free and between
OÈaler¤vi and E[Èda¤moni 0.8 cm. Between pÒlev! and m°gi![te in line 3, 1.8 cm. have been left
free.
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Ùf¤lin §noik¤ou drax[må!
§g∆ kathnaÅgÄkã!yh[n
. . .[. .].Å.Ä a`È`th xro`[
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 §ggÊ! 10 e of !xedÒn ex corr.; eﬁpe›n 12 Ùfe¤lein

Although an unknown but probably considerable number of letters has been lost at the right the gist
of this petition is clear. A woman, Aurelia Didym-, has rented from -mon, her former legal
representative(?), an object. She seems to claim that she has paid her rent but that the lessor
pretends that she still owes him rent.
Notes:
1 For the prefect, see G. Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 289; 38, 1980, 81. Additions (until 1985) in
ANRW II 10.1, 508. Add P.Diog. 6 -7. Although only the epsilon of the cognomen has been
preserved no other person called Gãio! OÈal°rio! E[ is attested in papyri published to date.
D. Hagedorn doubts whether this text was directed to the prefect Gaius Valerius Eudaimon. He
points out that the hand-writing resembles a IIIrd century one and that the petitioner is an
AÈrhl¤a.
2 Didu`[m: either DidÊ[mh! or Didu[mar¤ou. Didu[moËto! is less likely. Aurelia Didym- is an
Aurelia before the Constitutio Antoniniana. She is not attested in another text published to date.
If the restoration at the end of this line is correct she is an Antinoite. This restoration is based
on §n t“ b∞ta grãm`[mati in line 7 (cf. ZPE 57, 1984, 111ff.). It seems less likely that the
rented object was situated in Alexandria. It is naturally possible that she rented an object in
Antinoopolis but lived elsewhere. There are, however, several Antinoites attested at Karanis
where this papyrus was excavated. The best known are Gaius Julius Niger and his family (cf.
texts nos. 2 and 9).
2-3 épÚ t∞! ÉAntinÒou] pÒlev!: cf. A. Calderini - S. Daris, Dizionario dei nomi geografici e topografici dell'Egitto greco-romano I. 2, Madrid 1966, 69ff.; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 39.
3-4 I prefer Hagedorn's reading (printed in the text) to my original reading bh` t∞`!. Supplement,
exempli gratia, m°gi![te ≤gem≈n, (§p‹ !¢ tØn katafugØn poi«n) d°omai gunØ oÔ!a é]bo`Æ<yh>t`o`!` dikaiokri![¤a! parå !oË tuxe›n. For the haplography (éboÆ<yh>to!), cf. P. Diog.
17, 27.
4 dikaiokri!` [ ¤a!: this word occurs in the following texts: P.Ant. II 99b,3; CPR V 12,17;
P.Flor. I 88,26; P.Genova II 83,6 (= SB VIII 9886,6); P.Mich. VI 426,5-6; IX 530,24-25;
XV 688,10; 739,4; P.Oxy. I 71,4; VI 904,2; PSI VIII 944,9; XIII 1356,4; XV 1514,17;
P.Vindob. Bosw. 4,6; SB III 7205,3. The word is not restricted to petitions to a special
official.
5 §nteÊje≈[!: very frequently used in Ptolemaic times ¶nteuji! still occurs, albeit less
frequently, in papyri of the Roman period and even in Byzantine documents.
6 mvn: I assume that this is the end of the proper name of the former ¶kdiko! of the petitioner.
One is reminded of P.Mich. VIII 507, 7-8: §p‹ går oÈk ¶jesti gunª xvr‹! §kd¤kou dikã!a!yai (= because a woman is not permitted to engage in a lawsuit without a legal representative).
7 rion: probably the ending of a building which the former ¶kdiko! possessed in the quarter B.
There are too many words for a building ending in -rion to make a choice (cf. G.Husson,
OIKIA. Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Égypte d'après les papyrus grecs, Paris 1983,
321ff.). Only exempli gratia one could read and supplement: ¶kdi`[ko! ¶xei oﬁk¤an §n √
§rga!tÆ-]|rion/kellã]|rion.
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th! taÊth! pÒlev! k[: I assume that th! is the ending of a word starting already in the previous line. After taÊth! the definite article has (through haplography ?) been omitted. Cf.
F.Th. Gignac, A Grammar II, Milano 1981, 174. D.Hagedorn proposes, however, to supplement and read in lines 7-8, e.g, : - - - t∞! lamprotã]th! taÊth! pÒlev! k[ . Naturally, worddivision is in such broken texts as the ones published in the present article often problematic
and sometimes arbitrary.
9 §ngÊ! pou p`[: instead of p`[ it is not impossible to read t`a`[ . Does the petitioner say that she
paid "about a talent of silver" ?
10 !xedÚn …! eﬁp›n: cf. P.Mich. IX 530,5 note on !xedÚn eﬁpe›n (add P.Oxy. XVII 2133,16-17
[late III A.D.]; P.Panop.Beatty I 9. 235,10.268 [A.D.298]). I found !xedÚn …! eﬁpe›n only in
CPR VII 20,18 also.
8

2) Petition to Quintus Aemilius Saturninus, Prefect of Egypt, Concerning
Trespass
P.Mich. inv. 2872a6
Karanis

4

8

12

16

17.4 x 7.2 cm.

Spring(?), A.D. 197
Plate VIb

Ko`u¤ntvi Aﬁmil[l¤vi %atourne¤nvi §pãrxvi AﬁgÊptou]
parå Gem°llou to[Ë ka‹ ÑVr¤vno! Ga¤ou ÉApolinar¤ou ÉAnti-]
no°v! ka‹ …! xrhm`[at¤zei geouxoËnto! §n Karan¤di]
toË ÉAr!inoe¤tou no[moË t∞! ÑHrakle¤dou mer¤do!. prÚ polloË,]
kÊrie, ı ≤m°tero! p`[atØr §teleÊth!en §pÉ §mo‹ ka‹]
édelfª mou klh[ronÒmoi! ka‹ énteilÆmmeya t«n Ípar-]
xÒntvn mhÅdeÄnÚ!` [§pelyÒnto!. ımo¤v! d¢ !un°bh]
ka‹ tÚ`n ye›Òn mou G[ãion ÉIoÊlion Logge›non teleut∞!ai]
prÚ` Ù`ktaete¤a! k[a‹ toÊtou tå Ípãrxonta §pekrãth!a]
ka‹ !u`ne`komei!ã`[mhn tØn prÒ!odon mhdenÚ! kvlÊ-]
!`a`n`t`[o]!. nune‹ d¢ ÉI`o`Ê`[lio! ka‹ S≈ta! émfÒteroi EÈdçto!]
oÈ deÒntv! bia¤v`[! ka‹ aÈyãdv! §pelhlÊya!i §dã-]
f`e!¤ mou metå tÚ t`[Øn kata!porån poiÆ!a!ya¤ me ka‹]
§k≈lu!ãn me §n [toÊtoi! dunãmei tª per‹ aÈtoÁ! §p‹ t«n]
tÒpvn, katafro[noÊntvn tØn per‹ tØn ˆcin mou]
é!y`°neian`. ˜`ye[n §p‹ !¢ tÚn !vt∞ra kat°fugon,]
éj[i]«`n §ãn !ou tª [tÊx˙ dÒj˙ ékoË!a¤ mou prÚ! aÈtoÁ!]
˜p`v! dunhy`[« t«n ﬁd¤vn éntilambãne!yai]
k[a‹ Œ] ÍpÚ !oË t`oË
` ` [kur¤ou eÈergethm°no!. dieutÊxei.]
traces of one more line
--------- --------------------------------

6 The papyrus was found in the Courtyard South of Street 5000 during the excavations of the
University of Michigan at Karanis conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925.
The text runs along the fibers. The back was probably blank. One vertical fold is still visible. The
papyrus is regularly cut off at the top and the left; it is regularly broken off at the bottom and the
right. At the top 2.6 cm. have been left free and at the left 2 cm. Between Ko`u¤ntvi and Aﬁmil[l¤vi
over 1 cm. has been left free.
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Translation:
To Quintus Aemilius Saturninus, prefect of Egypt, from Gemellus also called Horion, son of
Gaius Apolinarius, Antinoite, and however he is styled, landholder at Karanis in the division of
Herakleides of the Arsinoite nome. Some time ago, my lord, our father died, leaving me and my
sister as heirs, and we took over his possessions, without opposition from anyone. Likewise it
came to pass that my uncle also, Gaius Julius Longinus, died eight years ago, and I entered into
ownership of his property and collected the income, without hindrance from anyone. But now
Julius and Sotas, both sons of Eudas, wrongfully, with violence and arrogance, entered my fields
after I had sown them and hindered me therein through the power which they exercise in the
locality, contemptuous of me on account of my weak vision. Wherefore I have fled to you, the
savior, asking you, if it seem good to your Fortune, to hear my complaint against them, so that I
may be able to recover my property and receive this benefaction from your hands, my lord.
Farewell.- - The text published above is a duplicate of P.Mich. VI 422. Only the left part of this petition has
been preserved (24 through 32 letters are missing at the right). The present text belongs to the
archive of Gaius Julius Niger and his family7. Several petitions sent by members of this family to
various officials have come down to us in more than one copy only (cf. P.Mich. VI 423-424; 425
introduction. Cf. R.Haensch, ZPE 100, 1994, 487ff.). Obviously, the best copy was eventually
sent off to the official in question. P.Mich. VI 422 of which the last two lines containing the
description of the petitioner and the mention of the person who has written the petition for the
illiterate Gemellus have been deleted was certainly not sent off. The pretentious use of the iota
adscriptum in the first line of the present text (and only in line 1!)8 may induce one to assume that
this text was sent to the prefect, although it contains at least one - corrected - mistake and several
itacistic spellings. There are, however, traces of a previous, washed off text in the left margin, and
it is hardly likely that a petition written on previously used papyrus was sent to an official. In my
opinion at least one other copy of this petition, i.e. the version finally sent to the prefect, must have
been in existence.
Underneath line 19 something like G°mello! ı ka‹ ÑVr¤vn §pid°dvka was written and,
since Gemellus was illiterate, also N.N. ¶graca Íp¢r aÈtoË mØ eﬁdÒto! grãmmata.
Notes:
1 P.Mich. VI 422, 1 has Ku¤ntƒ. For the different ways to spell the Latin Quintus in Greek, see
F.Th. Gignac, A Grammar I, Milano 1976, 225 (ff.). It is not to be excluded that the scribe
deleted the omikron. Both spellings Aﬁm¤llio! and Aﬁm¤lio! for the Latin nomen gentile
Aemilius occur. I follow the spelling found in P.Mich. VI 422, 1. For the prefect Quintus
Aemilius Saturninus, see G. Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 304; 38, 1980, 85. Additions (until
1985) in ANRW II 10.1, 512.
4 Both versions have ÉAr!inoe¤tou. Read: ÉAr!ino¤tou.

7 Cf. P.Mich. VI 422 introduction (cf. also I. Biežuƒska-Małowist, Eos 41, 1957/58, 155ff.). Add
to the texts listed in that introduction : BGU XI 2023 and SB XII 11109. P.Mich. inv. 2952 = SB XII
11103 and inv. 3000 = SB XII 11114 (this text will, together with its upper part [= P.Mich. inv.2848],
be republished in this periodical). In a forthcoming article I hope to publish some, albeit heavily
mutilated texts from the Michigan Papyrus Collection pertaining to this family.
8 Iota adscriptum is often used in the first three centuries A.D. in petitions and similar documents
in the name(s) of the addressee but ignored elsewhere in the text (cf. P.Oxy. LX 4060, 98 note). Cf.
texts nos. 1, 4, 6, (9), 13, 17 (inconsistently), (20).
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Note the unusual sequence: nome - division. Normally the division is mentioned before the
nome in similar expressions.
5 Perhaps we should supplement at the end of the lacuna tª which is, however, absent in
P.Mich. VI 422, 10.
6 P.Mich. VI 422, 11 has éntilÆmmeya.
9 Read: Ùktaet¤a!. The second epsilon is corrected from iota.
10 Read: !unekomi!ã[mhn. P.Mich. VI 422, 18-19 has: !un<e>komi!ã|mhn.
11 Both versions have nune¤. Read: nun¤.
16 P.Mich. VI 422, 31 has é!y°nian.
3) Proceedings before the Prefect Claudius Julianus
P.Mich. inv. 2789a + b9
Heracleopolis (?)

4

fragm. a: 5.2 x 4 cm.
fragm. b: 5.8 x 3.6 cm.

between A.D.203-206
Plate VIc

(2nd hand) i`d`
[(1st hand) §j Ípomnhmati!m«n K]l`aud¤ou ÉIoulianoË toË [lam]p`rotãtou ≤gem`[Òno!]
[(¶tou!) . . %eouÆrou ka‹ ÉA]n`tvne¤nou t«n k[ur¤v]n %eba!t«n [ Month, Day]
[§n - - - toË ÑHra]kleopole¤tou. Y°[vn =]Ætv`r e‰pe[n.
]a! eﬁ! deiakon¤a[n . . (.)]a! pempt`[
]. égayª tÊx˙. sp`[. . .(.)]zou!`i d¢ g.[
] nÒmvn. ˜ra t¤ [. . . (.)].men §pi[

8

] oﬂ épÚ toË no[moË] §ån égraf[
] n`Òmvn oﬂ [. . . (.)] kekthm°[noi
] toÊtou. ÉI`[ou]l`¤ou m¢n [
traces
--------------------------------------------------1 Ûoulianou pap.

2 ÉA]ntvn¤nou

3 ÑHra]kleopol¤tou

4 diakon¤a[n/-[!

Translation:
(2nd hand) 14. (1st hand) Extract from the minutes of Claudius Julianus, the most illustrious
prefect. Year x of Severus and Antoninus the lords Augusti, [Month, Day] in the metropolis (?) of
the Heracleopolite nome. Theon, advocate, said: - - Parts of proceedings before the prefect Claudius Julianus have been preserved (cf. R.A.Coles,
Reports of Proceedings in Papyri, Papyrologica Bruxellensia 4, Bruxelles 1966. Cf. also P.Oxy.
LI pp.46ff.). It seems that problems arose in connection with a liturgy. The text is apparently from
a roll which ran to at least 14 (?) columns.

9 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 24-4034A-B.
The texts consists of two nearly contiguous fragments (3 to 4 letters are missing between the two
fragments). The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. At the top 0.8 cm. is
left free in which the column number was written. Both fragments are regularly cut off at the top and
regularly broken off at the other sides.
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Notes:
2 The prefect Claudius Julianus entered office after February 25, A.D. 203 and was out of
function by October/November, A.D. 206 (cf. G.Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 305; 38, 1980,
85. Additions [until 1985] in ANRW II 10.l, 512).
3 One of the regnal years 11 through 15 of Septimius Severus and Caracalla has to be
supplemented in the lacuna at the beginning of this line.
4 It is not likely that the prefect of Egypt kept court in a small village of the Heracleopolite nome.
[§n tª mhtropÒlei toË ÑHra]kleopole¤tou seems the most likely supplement. It certainly
was not a dialogi!mÒ! (cf. G.Foti Talamanca, Ricerche sul processo nell'Egitto greco-romano
I, Milano 1974; II, Milano 1979).
A =Ætvr called Y°vn appears in P.Berl.Bork. 1 Gen. A 1 (A.D.298-330); P.Oxy. XLI 2955
(A.D. 218 ?); LIV 3758 (A.D. 325). Identity cannot be established.
4-5 At the end of line 3 and at the beginning of line 4 perhaps a proper name (followed by his
father's name) and xeirotonÆ!]a! (cf. CPR V 11, 4-5).
5 deiakon¤a[n was followed by a short word ending either in -ra or a vowel + a. One naturally
thinks of ye]ç! but the absence of a name or the article (= "the goddess of the village we are in
now") makes me hesitate. Since, however, a plural instead of a singular cannot be excluded,
one can also think of a reading and supplement deiakon¤a[! poll]å! or tin]å!. At the end of
this line perhaps p°mpt`[ou ¶tou! [p°mpt[ou ka‹ dekãtou is less likely] = "for year 5" or "in
the course of year 5" or a form of the verb p°mpv ?
6 !p[oudã]zou!i is a possibility but there are others.
7 ˜ra t¤: cf. P.Sakaon 31, 13-14: ˜ra t¤ diaprãttetai %ur¤vn.
8 In P.Oxy. XLII 3064, 3-4 there is a question of pãnte! oﬂ épÚ toË nomoË.
It is also possible to read and supplement oﬂ épÚ toË no[moË d]¢ énagraf[ . A word-division
ì graf[ is also not to be excluded.
9 Supplement, exempli gratia, oﬂ [g∞n] kekthm°[noi, but, e.g., a compound of ktãomai is also
possible.

4) Petition to Aurelius Appius Sabinus, Prefect of Egypt, Concerning Land
P.Mich. inv. 6354a10
Karanis

12.4 x 15 cm.

ca. 249/50 A.D.
Plate VIIa

[AÈrhl¤vi ÉApp¤vi %a]be¤nvi §pãrxvi AﬁgÊ`[ptou]

4

[parå
o]u toË ka‹ Kopr∞ Ptolema¤o`u épÚ t∞! mhtro`[pÒlev!
[geouxoËnto! §n k≈m˙ Karan¤di. pãntvn] t«n kata . . .n`hy°[n]tvn bohye¤a! ka‹
eÈ[erge!¤a!
[deom°nvn ka‹ §g∆ aÈtÚ! d°omai toË] é`pÚ !oË §la¤ou tuxe›n. tå d¢ t∞! deÆ!e≈! mou
[oÏtv! ¶xei.

10 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the
season of 1932/33. Found in structure 32-CS95-E.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is only at the top
rather regularly cut off. At the top 3.4 cm. have been left free. Three vertical folds are still visible.
Between %a]be¤nvi and §pãrxvi 3.6 cm. have been left free and between §pãrxvi and AﬁgÊ`[ptou] 2
cm.
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]t`e¤a! ﬂkan“ t“ ¶mpro!yen xrÒnƒ kvmh`[
] §poie›to gevrge¤ai! §p‹` t∞! prokeim°nh! k≈`[mh!
]tervn ka‹ prÚ t∞! toË ﬂeroË épotãktoun
diag`[raf∞!
] genom°n`h`!` !u!tã!ev! [
] ≥toi kat`afor`[å] ≤ érgur¤o[u
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 §l°ou

5 Ûkanv pap.

6 gevrg¤ai!

7 Ûerou pap.

A rather large number of letters is missing at the left and a smaller number at the right. The papyrus
is also incomplete at the bottom. The contents of this petition escape us. It has something to do
with cultivation of land and payment of rents.
Notes:
1 In view of the mention of ﬂerÚn épÒtakton in line 7 (cf. the note to this line) it is more likely
that this petition was directed to the prefect Aurelius Appius Sabinus than to Lucretius Mantennius Sabinus. For our prefect, see G. Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 312; 38, 1980, 87. Additions
(until 1985) in ANRW II 10.l, 514.
2 The petitioner does not appear in another papyrus published to date. For the proper name
Kopr∞!, see S.B. Pomeroy in Studies in Roman Law in Memory of A. Arthur Schiller, Leiden
1986, 147ff.
3 Since in line 6 there is a question of the afore mentioned village, I supplemented, exempli
gratia, geouxoËnto! §n k≈m˙ Karan¤di at the beginning of this line (cf. footnote 17).
kata . . .n`hy°[n]tvn: katafrone›n is a verb often used in petitions to officials. katafron`hy°[n]tvn seems, however, an impossible reading to me. I found the passive of the verb
katafrone›n only in two other papyri: P.Ross.Georg. IV 6, 17 (A.D.710) and P.Würzb. 9,
63 (A.D.161-169).
3-4 The supplements are naturally exempli gratia.
7 tÚ épÒtakton is common in regard to rent (cf. P.J. Parsons, JRS 57, 1967, 137f.). I found
the expression tÚ ﬂerÚn épÒtakton only in P.Oxy. XIV 1662, 14 (A.D.246). The expression
fÒro! ﬂeroË épotãktou occurs, however, in a number of ostraca (cf. O.Leid. 153
introduction with literature).

5) Document Mentioning the Prefect Statilius Ammianus
4.6 x 3.8 cm.
Between A.D.271-276
P.Mich. inv. 5478a11
Karanis
------------------------------------------traces of 4 (?) lines
%tatil¤o]u` ÉAmmianoË toË dia!hm`[otãtou §pãrxou AﬁgÊptou
]l`vni bouleuta›! ka‹ u[
11

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the year
1928/29. Found in structure 28-C87K-A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is irregularly
broken off at all sides.
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]u ka‹ ¶tou! p°mptou [
8
trace of l more line
------------------------------------------Between the traces of the 4 lines, of which the last one has been deleted, at the top of this fragment
and the 4 lines at the bottom of it there is a spatium of 1.4 cm. The connection between the two sets
of lines - if any - can no longer be established, since nothing can be read with certainty of the first 4
lines only vaguely preserved (in the 2nd line a reading ¶g]racen [Íp]¢r aÈ[t is not to be
excluded). One can imagine that (a copy of) a document written by the prefect was added at the
bottom of another document (line 5 may,e.g., have started with ént¤grafon §pi!tol∞!).
The praefectus Aegypti, Statilius Ammianus, is to date known from P.Oxy. XXXIV 2711;
XL 2923; LI 3612; PSI X 1102; P.Wisc. I 2 (cf. G. Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 317; 38, 1980, 88;
ANRW II 10.1, 515). Ammianus took up office in A.D. 271. The documents listed above do not
provide a fixed date for the end of his prefecture. His successor, Hadrianius Sallustius (cf. P. Oxy.
LI 3613, 1 note), is for the first time in function attested in August/September, A.D. 279 (cf.
P.Oxy. LI 3613)12. In line 7 of the present text there is a question of a fourth (?; ¶tou! tetãrto]u)
year and a fifth year. Unless these two (?) years refer to a distant past (A.D. 256-258 or even
earlier) or future event it seems to follow that Statilius Ammianus was still in function in the sixth
regnal year of the emperor Aurelianus, i.e. in A.D. 274/5.
Notes:
6 ]l`vni: e.g., ÉApÒl]l`vni. The name of at least one more councillor is lost in the lacuna at the
beginning of this line.
There is a sigma (perhaps followed by another letter) above the kappa of ka‹ for which I do
not have an explanation.
u[: e.g., Í[phr°tai! aÈt«n but there are many other possibilities (e.g., another proper name).
For Íphr°tai of bouleuta¤, cf. A.K. Bowman, The Town Councils of Roman Egypt (= ASP
11), Toronto 1971, 1743, 42, 101.

6) Text Mentioning Valerius Ziper, praeses Herculiae
12.1 x 11.4 cm.
P.Mich.inv. 4658a13
Karanis
-----------------------------]i`a` ink.(.) ¶`p`e!`a`n o.[
]tou parÒnto! entuxe`n d`i`(å)
AÈr]hl¤ƒ Makar¤ƒ ÉI!xur¤vno!
4
] OÈaler¤ou Z¤pero! per‹ ∏!

A.D.320

12 I do not believe that Gaius Claudius Firmus, §panoryvtÆ! (cf. P.Merton I Appendix
[pp.157ff.]) who may have been prefect of Egypt in A.D. 264/5 (cf. G.Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 316;
38, 1980, 88; ANRW II 10.1, 515) should be regarded as (fulfilling the functions of) prefect once
more in A.D. 273/4.
13 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in 1925.
Found in structure 25-5082C-A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably empty. At 3 cm. from the right border
there seems to be a kÒllh!i!. Traces of a following column are still vaguely visible
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]. ë`!per kémo‹ aÈt“ parÒnti
toË §p]i`fane!tãtou Ka¤!aro! tÚ a`t]«n tim«n ka¤ <§>!tin prÚ!
8
] ß`ka!ton bohyo`Ê`menon
] p`ro!°ricen toËtÉ ¶!tin
------------------------------The only interest of this fragment which is only complete at the right side is the fact that it mentions
the praeses Herculiae, Valerius Ziper. I am unable to establish the nature of the present text (a
petition; juridical proceedings ?).
Notes:
1 I cannot understand this line. If ¶pe!an is correctly read we are dealing with a second aorist
with a first aorist ending (cf. F.Th.Gignac, A Grammar II, Milano 1981, 335ff.).
2 Did the scribe mean §n<°>tuxen or ¶ntuxe{n} ?
3 We cannot establish which role this Aurelius Makarios, son of Ischyrion, who does not appear
in another text published to date, played.
4 For Valerius Ziper, see TYCHE 1, 1986, 194 (add P.Oxy. LIV 3746).
5 kémo‹: for crasis in the papyri, cf. F.Th.Gignac, A Grammar I, Milano 1976, 321ff.
6 In this line there seems to be a question of the consulship of the emperor Constantinus for the
6th time and the Caesar Constantinus for the 1st time = A.D. 320: Ípate¤a! t«n de!pot«n
≤m«n Kvn!tant¤nou (toË éhttÆtou) %eba!toË tÚ w - ka‹ Kvn!tant¤nou toË
§p]ifane!tãtou Ka¤!aro! tÚ a`-. At least 66 letters have thus been lost at the left side.
7 ka¤ <§>!tin: if this is correct the mistake is due to haplography. Another possibility is to print
ka¤ É!tin, i.e. we are dealing with aphaeresis. Cf. F.Th. Gignac, A Grammar I, Milano 1976,
319ff.
9 I found the verb pro!r¤ptv only in P.Mich. VI 423 (= 424), 17; P.Oxy. XIV 1678, 9; PSI III
203, 7; P.Strasb. 701, 9; P.Tebt. III 759, 6; and SB 11114, 10 (cf. the republication of this
text forthcoming in ZPE ). The exact meaning of the verb is not absolutely clear. It seems that
the person who does the "throwing" does something or is prevented from doing something that
should not be done.
7) Petition to Tiberius Claudius Arius, Strategus of the Arsinoite Nome
11.6 x 8.6 cm.
P.Mich. inv. 6807a14
Karanis
Kla[u]d¤vi ÉAre¤vi !trath(g«i)
ÉAr!i(no¤tou) ÑH[ra]k(le¤dou) m`e`r¤do(!)
[parå] XairÆmono! toË` XairÆmo(no!).
4
tØn §`p¤` !` kecin poioÊmeno!

Between A.D. 98 - 100
Plate VIId

14 The papyrus originates from the University of Michigan excavations at Karanis. It was received
from Mr. Enoch Peterson December 14, 1935. It was a surface find probably made during the
excavations in the season of 1928, since its excavation label is 28/X.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is rather regularly
broken off at the top, left, and right. At the top 3 cm. have been left free, at the left 1.8 cm. At the
right the lines do not totally reach the border. Four vertical and five horizontal folds are still visible.
In the first line 0.6 cm. has been left free between the words.
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t∞i i- toË §`ne` !t(«to!) m`h(` nÚ!) Germa`ni` ke¤ou
o ¶xv` [§n mi!y≈!e]i` k`l`Æ`r`ou
per‹ Ce`na
` rcen∞!in eron
§k toÊtou pl›!ton purÚn
[ke]klemm°non [t«n toË] p`ed¤ou
[pe]d`iofulãkv[n épÒntvn.]
diÚ éji«i é[nazÆth!in poie›s-]
y`ai` ` Íp¢r t[oË] m`°[` rou!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8 ple›!ton

Translation:
To Claudius Arius, strategus of the Arsinoite nome, division of Heracleides, from Chairemon, son
of Chairemon. On the 10th of the present month Germanicius when I inspected the plot of land
which I have leased in the neighbourhood of Psenharpsenesis I discovered that very much wheat
was stolen from it while the watchmen of the field were absent . Therefore I request you that an
inquiry be made into the matter - - The present text, a complaint about a theft and a request for redress, is directed to the strategus of
the Heracleides division of the Arsinoite nome, Tiberius Claudius Arius, who is known from
several other texts (cf. G. Bastianini-J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes of Roman Egypt,
Papyrologica Florentina XV, Firenze 1987, 23)15. Theft is a rather common subject in petitions to
officials (cf. R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri, 2nd
ed., Warszawa 1955, 425ff.).
Notes:
3 Chairemon, son of Chairemon, is known from P.Mich. IX 567, 8-9 (A.D. 91) where he
appears as guardian of his wife Diodora, daughter of Heron.
6 The reading k`lÆ
` r
` o` u is very uncertain !
5 For the month German¤keio!, see P.Oxy. LV 3780, 9n.
7 For Psenharpsenesis, a village in the neighbourhood of Karanis, see A. Calderini-S. Daris,
op.cit. V, Milano 1987, 148.
8 For the expression pl›!ton purÒn, see P.Ryl. II 152,18.
9 Read with the help of D.Hagedorn. For pediofÊlake!, see N.Lewis, The Compulsory Public
Services of Roman Egypt, Papyrologica Florentina XI, Firenze 1982, 42. The present text
seems to be the first one to mention pediofÊlake!.
11 é[nazÆth!in: see A.Lukaszewicz, Symposion 1985, 363ff.

15

Cf. for this strategus P.Oxy. XLVII 3334, 1 note; P.Turner 24, 4 note.
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8) Declaration of Sheep and Goats
P.Mich. inv.
Arsinoë

21716

8.3 x 7.6 cm.

A.D. 144/45
Plate VIIc

prÒb(ata) k- a‰g(e!) b- .

(2nd hand)

[Biy(un«n) ÉI!]¤`(vno!)

(1st hand)

[Aﬁl¤ƒ] %arap¤vni !tr(athg“) ÉAr!i(no¤tou) ÑHrakl(e¤dou) mer¤d(o!)
[ka‹ %arap¤vni] ba!il(ik“) gr(ammate›) t∞! a(Èt∞!) mer¤d(o!)
[parå N.N. ÑV]r¤vno! toË ÜHrvno! épÚ émfÒd(ou) Biy(un«n)
[ÉI!¤vno!.] épogr(ãfomai) eﬁ! tÚ §ne!tÚ! h (¶to!) ÉAnt`v`n`¤`n`o`u`
[Ka¤!aro!] toË kur¤ou ì ka‹ épegr(acãmhn) t“ diel(yÒnti) z (¶tei)
[§p‹ toË] a`Èt` o` Ë é`mfÒd(ou) égelikå prÒb(ata) t°le[i-]
[a !Êm]mikta` e‡ko!i [a]‰ga! dÊo,
[ì ka‹ m]etãjv eﬁ! ì! §ån a`ﬂr«mai
[toË no]moË k≈ma! nomå! pot¤!tra!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4

8

Translation:
(2nd hand) District of the Bithynians of Ision, 20 sheep, 2 goats. (1st hand) To Aelius Sarapion,
strategus of the Arsinoite nome, Heracleides division, and to Sarapion, royal scribe of the same
division, from N.N., son of Horion, grandson of Heron, from the district of the Bithynians of
Ision. I register for the present 8th year of Antoninus Caesar the lord twenty full-grown sheep of
the flock of different kinds (and) two goats which I also registered in the same district in the past
7th year. I shall transfer them to whatever villages, pastures, and water-holes I choose in the nome
- - The upper part of a declaration of sheep and goats has been preserved (cf. C.Balconi, Aegyptus
70, 1990, 113ff.). The latest list of registrations of sheep and goats appears in P.Heid. IV 302
introduction. It is brought up-to-date by C.Balconi, loc.cit., 114, footnote 4. The present text and
P.New York inv. 35 (to be published in P.New York II) can now be added.
At the bottom the statement of the declarant that he will mingle the declared animals with
other sheep, the name of the shepherd and the declarant, the signatures of the strategus and of the
royal scribe, and the date have been lost.
Notes:
1 For the district Biyun«n ÉI!¤vno!, see S. Daris, Aegyptus 61, 1981, 145.
2-3 For the strategus and the royal scribe, cf. G. Bastianini-J. Whitehorne, op.cit., 27 and 120
respectively.
4 I did not find a N.N. ÑV]r¤vno! toË ÜHrvno! among the papyri published to date.
5-6 Year 8 of the emperor Antoninus Pius is A.D. 144/45, year 7 (line 6) is A.D. 143/44.
ÉAnt`vn` ¤` n` o` u
` ` at the end of line 5 is written with extreme Verschleifung.

16

The papyrus was purchased in Egypt for the University of Michigan by Bernard P. Grenfell
and Francis W. Kelsey in March and April 1920.
The papyrus is regularly cut off at the top; and rather regularly so at the right. It is rather
regularly broken off at the left and at the bottom. The other side is blank. Two vertical folds are still
visible. The text runs along the fibers.
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9) Petition to the Strategus Theodoros Concerning Theft
P.Mich.inv. 2868a17
Karanis

4

8

12

16

20

24

15.4 x 6.2 cm.

A.D.158/9
Plate VIIb

Yeod≈rƒ !trathg“ [ÉAr!i(no¤tou) ÑHrakle¤dou mer¤do!]
parå Ga¤ou ÉIoul¤o[u N¤gero! ÉAntino°v! geou-]
xoËnto! §n Kar`a`n`¤`d`i` t`[∞! ÑHrakle¤dou mer¤do! …!]
§t«n nb- . traces [
tin¢! l˙!`t`r`i`k“ t`r`[Òpƒ di≈rujan tÚ te›xo! t∞!]
aÈl∞<!> k`a`‹` diå` Y`erm`.[
épÆla-]
!ãn mou ˆnou!` d[Êo, tØn m¢n m¤an yÆleian, tÚn d¢]
ßteron êrrena [.]a.[
¶nklhma Í`p¢` r
` t`oÊ`[tvn
vn DiÒ!koron Do`[
Cenar-]
cenÆ!ev! [
Ka-]
ran¤do! …`!` [
nhm°nh! [
érxefÒdv`[
én`eÊre!i`n` .[
diafe`ront`[
gen°!ya`i` t`o.[
érxe-]
fÒdoi! K`[aran¤d(o!) te ka‹ Cenarcen(Æ!ev!) toÁ! »no-]
ma!m°no[u!
toÊtvn t. .[
ka‹ tÚn lÒgon m`[
aﬁt¤ou! prÚ! [
. dieutÊxei.]
(¶tou!) k`b AÈto`k`r`[ãtoro! Ka¤!aro! T¤tou Aﬁl¤ou ÑAdrianoË]
[ÉAntvn¤nou %eba!toË EÈ!eboË!, Month, Day.]
2 gaÛou; Ûoulio pap.

9 ¶gklhma

Translation:
To Theodoros, strategos of the Arsinoite nome, Heracleides division, from Gaius Julius Niger,
Antinoite, landholder at Karanis in the division of Heracleides, about 52 years of age. - - - certain
persons dug their way through the wall of the courtyard like thieves and - - - drove off two
donkeys of mine, one a female, the other a male - - Only the left hand part of a petition by Gaius Julius Niger to the strategus of the Herakleides
division of the Arsinoite nome concerning a theft of two of his donkeys has been preserved (cf.
R.Taubenschlag, op. cit., 452ff. Parallel texts concerning theft of cattle are cited in the introduction
to P.Köln III 143 [read there "P.Abinn. 48 und 49"]. Add P.Oxy. XLIX 3467). About 25 letters
17

The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in Courtyard South of Street 5000.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at the top (2 cm. have been left free) and the left (2.2 cm. have been left free).
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have been lost at the right18 and it is impossible to reconstruct the exact text. It is not totally certain
that line 24 is indeed the last line of this text.
Notes:
1 The strategus Theodoros is attested between February/March, A.D. 156 and February 14,
A.D. 159 (cf. G.Bastianini-J.Whitehorne, op. cit., 28f. Cf. also Aegyptus 73, 1993, 29f.).
2 Gaius Julius Niger (cf. text no.2 and footnote 7) was born in A.D. 107 or l08 (cf. P.Mich. VI
p.118) and was, therefore, in A.D.158/9 (line 23) about 52 years of age.
4 We expect something like nukt‹ t∞! kb eﬁ! tØn kg toË ˆnto! mhnÚ! Pax≈n (BGU I 46, 7-8 =
M.Chrest. 112, 7-8); tª nukt‹ feroÊ!˙ eﬁ! tØn kb toË FarmoËyi (P.Ryl. II 134, 34); tª iy
toË ˆnto! mhnÚ! TËbi (P.Flor. I 9, 5-6). The very vague traces could be read as t`“` Pax∆n
(cf. e.g., P.Ryl. II 132, 6) but, as said, one expects a more specific indication of time.
6 The thieves seem to have had the assistance of somebody. Either a man (e.g., Yermo[uy¤vno!)
or a woman (e.g., Yermo[uyar¤ou). The name of this person was followed by further
qualifications (name of the father, place of origin vel simile).
8-10 A possible reading and supplement is: - - - [k]a‹` §`[pid°dvka N.N. érxefÒdƒ Karan¤do!]|
¶nklhma Í`p`¢`r t`oÊ`[tvn ka¤ »nÒmazon aÈt“ tina! toÊt-]|vn ktl.
10-12 Two culprits seem to have been known to Niger and named by him: a certain Dioskoros
from Psenharpsenesis and a N.N. from Karanis (cf. lines 17-18). Supplement in front of both
geographical names épÒ.
10-11 For Psenharpsenesis, a village in the neighbourhood of Karanis where Niger possesed
land (cf., e.g., P.Mich. VI 395), see text no. 7, 7 note.
12 …`!` [aﬁt¤ou! ?
14-15 ka‹] | én`eÊre!i`n` p`[oih!ãmeno!/-menoi ?
17 It seems that the request of Niger starts in this line: [
diÚ éji« !untãjai to›! érxe]|fÒdoi! ktl.
18-19 [
toÁ! »no-] | ma!m°no[u! énazhte›n/!ullambãnein ?
21-22 A possible reading and supplement is: - - - ka‹ tÚn lÒgon m`[oi m°nein ka‹ ¶xein §n
é!fale¤& toÁ!] | aﬁt¤ou! prÚ! [tØn d°ou!an §p°jodon (cf. P.Flor. I 9, 10-11 and PSI VIII
883, 19-21).
10) Document Mentioning Two Strategi of the Arsinoite Nome, Heracleides
Division
18 x 12.4 cm.
ca. A.D. 152
P.Mich. inv. 533619
Karanis
Plate VIIIa
]t`ou katå dhmÒ!ion xrhma[t]i!mÚn ¶ti épÚ g (¶tou!) ÉA[ntvn¤nou Ka¤!aro! toË
kur¤ou
]u érgur¤`ou
` draxm«`n di!xeil¤vn •ptako!¤vn p`[e]n`t[` Ækonta
18 This calculation is mainly based on the supplement of line 3 (cf., e.g., P.Mich. VI 426, 3-4). If,
however, the text had : - - - §n Karan¤di t[oË ÉAr!ino¤tou nomoË t∞! ÑHrakle¤dou mer¤do! …!] (cf. text
no. 2, 3-4 and note to line 4) as many as about 40 letters may have been lost at the right. In text no.
4, 3 Karan¤di does not seem to be followed by any further qualification.
19 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
year 1928/29. Found in structure 28-B136B*-C.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably empty. The papyrus is only at the top
partly regularly cut off. At the top there are 2 cm. left free.
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t]«`n tel«n ÍpÉ §moË pro!teyeim°nvn §j o xrÒnou tå! pro`[keim°na! - - - k°kthmai
] ka‹` t∞! oﬁk¤a! tå §no¤kia §jelejãmhn t«n k`atÉ ¶to`!` dhm`[o!¤vn
] eﬁ! t`Ú dhmÒ!ion. t“ d`¢ i[g] (¶tei) ÉAntvn`¤no`u` Ka¤!aro! toË` k`u`[r¤ou
]. Pey°v! Pey°v! ka‹ t`[«]n` toÊtou t°kn`vn`, oÈk o‰da` t`[¤ni lÒgƒ
] b`oulÒme`noi tå! pro!Òdo[u! t]«n mØ pro!hkÒntvn` [aÈto›! kthmãtvn !ullambãnein
8
pro]!`°`fugon` ÑH`r`a`kle¤[d˙ t“] !trat`hg`Æ!a`n[ti] §pidoÁ! a[Èt“ énafÒrion
p]ã`l`i`n a`È`t`o`Á`!` §`p‹ tØn` . . .[. . . . .] . .aj[.]. . . . . ka‹ tÚ ‡!on [`
].p`aion ka‹ katakex≈r`[i!]t`ai` ka‹ pãlin oÈk hrei.h!a[
t]“ la`mp`r`[o]t`ãt`vi ≤g`[e]mÒni` d`iå é`n`afor¤ou t“ id (¶tei) Ka`[¤!aro!
12
]e`t`ai p`°`ra! §p`i`te`y∞na`[i t]“` p`rãgm`ati ka‹ ¶!xon Íp[o]gra`f`[Øn oÏtv! ¶xou!an.
!trath]g`«i √ ékoloÊyv[!] ı !t`rath`g`Ú`!` dial`a`b`∆n tª w- toË Fa`[
mhnÚ!
.
] k`a‹` §`p‹ pç!in` [épekr]¤nato oÏtv! [ÑI°]r`aj ı !tra`thgÚ! [
]a[ ± 15
]i!to`[
± 15
]un[
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4

3 di!xil¤vn

8 Û!on pap.

Since this papyrus is complete at the top and we fall in medias res, at least one column must have
preceded the one published here. It is impossible to say how much text has been lost below line l5
and (possibly) to the right of the present column. It is also impossible to establish how many letters
are missing at the left and at the right sides.
The unknown petitioner obviously acquired in year 3 of the emperor Antoninus Pius (A.D.
139/40; line 1) some property. In year 13 (?) of the reign of the same emperor (A.D.149/50; line 5)
Petheus, son of Petheus, and his childern seem to have tried to remove the profits of the petitioner's possessions. The latter thereupon petitions the then strategus of the Heracleides division,
Heracleides. Heracleides' decision does not seem to have had the desired result, since in the 14th
regnal year of the emperor Antoninus Pius, i.e. in A.D.150/51 (line 11) he directs himself to the
prefect of Egypt, Lucius Munatius Felix. The prefect refers him back to the present strategus of the
Heracleides division, Hierax. Hierax takes on the 6th of an unknown month a decision in accordance with the prefect's subscription, i.e decision. Petheus cum suis do not seem to have resigned
but to have taken again action but then the papyrus breaks off.
Notes:
2 We do not know whether the petitioner paid 2.750 drachmas when he acquired the property
under discussion or whether another payment (e.g. taxes) is involved.
4 I supplement i[g] (¶tei), since the petitioner addresses the prefect of Egypt only in the 14th
regnal year of the emperor Antoninus Pius (line 11) and some time will have passed before he
took this step.
6 In the tax rolls from Karanis the following persons called Petheus, son of Petheus, who have
also childern occur:
a) Petheus, son of Petheus, husband of Tkollainis ;
b) Petheus, son of Petheus, husband of Ptolema (most often attested) and
c) Petheus, son of Petheus, husband of Thermouth( ).
I assume that the property involved was situated in Karanis where this papyrus was excavated.
Two royal scribes of the Heracleides division of the Arsinoite nome are involved.
9 aj[: probably a form of the verb êgein.
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10 hrei.h!a[ : the unread letter might be a beta. The unaspirated oÈk prevents me from reading
ørei bÆ!a[!. I did not find a solution starting from the assumption that behind these letters
lurks a (or more) verbal form(s).
11 Supplement in the lacuna at the beginning of the line §n°tuxon. !trath]g`«i in line 13 might
also depend upon an ¶ntuxe.
It should be noted that referring to the prefect the scribe uses again the iota adscriptum in
la`mp`r`[o]t`ãt`vi (but not in t]“ !). Cf. !trath]g`«i in line 13. Cf. footnote 8.
t“ id (¶tei) Ka`[¤!aro!: P.Bureth, Les Titulatures impériales, Papyrologica Bruxellensia 2,
Bruxelles 1964 gives only two instances of a titulature of the emperor Antoninus Pius starting
with Ka›!ar (p. 73)20. SB VI 9571 has been removed (cf. ZPE 40, 1980, 135) but BGU I
272 = L. Mitteis, Chrestomathie 143 seems to have indeed the title Ka›!ar T¤to! A‡lio!
ÉAntvn›no! %eba!tÚ! EÈ!ebÆ! in lines 9-1021. Here we could have another example of this
titulature. One wonders, however, why only here a more extensive titulature for the emperor
Antoninus Pius was used while in line 5 a short title is given. In line 1 we cannot be absolutely
sure whether a long or a short title was used. However, as D.Hagedorn suggests, no imperial
titulature may have followed after (¶tei) and the text may have continued with a simple ka`[‹.
12 A possible supplement is: ka‹ boÊl]e`t`ai p`°`ra! §p`i`te`y∞na`[i t]“` p`rãgm`ati = "and he (i.e. the
prefect) wants that the matter be brought to an end." For the expression p°ra! §pit¤yhmi
prãgmati, see F. Preisigke, WB II s.v. p°ra!.
13 Either Fa[«fi 6 = October 3/4 or Fa[men∆y 6 = March 2 or Fa[rmoËyi 6 = April 1.
11) Nomination of Liturgists
P.Mich. inv. 5458a22
Karanis

4

5 x 3.4 cm.

Between A.D. 196 - 198
Plate VId

Bvlan“ !tr(athg“) ÉAr!i(no¤tou) Y[em¤!tou ka‹ Pol°mvno! mer¤dvn]
parå XairÆmono! kv`[mogr(ammat°v!) Karan(¤do!). aﬁtoÊmeno! ÍpÚ !oË ÙnÒmata]
eﬁ! te xvmatekbol`[¤an ka‹
r`u`x`vn toË §`[n]e!t`«`t`[o! .(.) ¶tou!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Translation:
To Bolanus, strategus of the Arsinoite nome, Themistos and Polemon divisions, from Chairemon,
comogrammateus of Karanis. Being asked by you to submit names (of persons) for the
chomatekbolia and the - - - and the cleaning of canals(?) for the current xth year - - The strategus Bolanus is known from several other texts (cf.G. Bastianini-J. Whitehorne, op.cit.,
52). Chairemon, village scribe of probably Karanis, submits for an unknown but current year of
20

The title Ka›!ar ı kÊrio! (ibidem, p.77) has been removed. Cf. ZPE 40, 1980, 134f.
Unless in the lacuna both AÈtokrãtoro! and Ka¤!aro! were abbreviated or written with
extreme Verschleifung but that is, however, highly unlikely. It is naturally also possible to assume that
the scribe left AÈtokrãtoro! out by mistake.
22 The text originates from the University of Michigan excavations at Karanis for the year
1928/29. Found in structure 28-C67K-C.
The text runs along the fibers. The back was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut off at
the top and at the left; regularly broken off at the right and (less regularly) at the bottom. At the left
0.8 cm. and at the top l cm. has been left free.
21
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the emperor Septimius Severus names of persons for the xvmatekbol¤a combined with other
liturgies (cf. note to lines 3-4).
Notes:
1 The lacuna at the right in line 2 (and following) contains around 35 letters. The addressee had
the whole first line to himself.
2 The comogrammateus Chairemon is not known from another text published to date (he cannot
be identical with the Chairemon, comogrammateus of Bacchias in A.D. 70 [P.Strasb. 200, 1].
In A.D. 161 Achillas, comogrammateus of an unknown village in the Arsinoite nome, had a
scribe called Chairemon [BGU XIII 2222, 12-13]). Since the papyrus was excavated at
Karanis, it seems reasonable to assume that he was comogrammateus of Karanis.
3-4 xvmatekbol` [ ¤an: read with the help of D.Hagedorn. Cf. N.Lewis, op. cit., 57f. The
substantive xvmat(o)ekboleÊ! occurs only in SPP xxii 178, 26 and P.Petaus 88, 8. More
usual is §kboleÊ! (xvmãtvn). Since the lacuna at the end of line 3 can contain approximately
35 letters, another liturgy/other liturgies has/have to be supplemented. If r`u`x`vn at the
beginning of line 4 is the correct reading one is reminded of énach!moÁ! div-]|r`Ê`x`vn (cf.
N.Lewis, op. cit., 14). In P.Ryl. II 90 nominations eﬁ! d¢ énach!moÁ! divrÊxv`[n (line 20)
follow immediately upon nominations eﬁ! m¢n xvmat`e`<k>bol(¤an) (line 17). Even if we
supplement ka‹ énach!moÁ! div-]|r`Ê`x`vn a lacuna of approximately 13 letters remains to be
supplemented. It is impossible to decide which other liturgy was mentioned here. In P.Lond.
V 1648, 7-9 (cf. BL VI 65) a xvmogrammateÊ! (read xvm<at>ogrammateÊ!), a julom°trh!,
and a §rgodÒth! t«n xvmãtvn appear in a nomination of liturgies besides §kbole›!.
4 Since the strategus Bolanus is to date attested between June/July, A.D. 196 and September 29,
A.D. 198, the 4th through the 7th regnal year of the emperor Septimius Severus could be
supplemented in the lacuna at the end of this line.
P.Petaus 49 gives a good impression of how this text will have continued.
12)
P.Mich. inv.
Philadelphia

4

8
23

5299a23

Nomination of Liturgists
12.6 x 9.6 cm.

ca. A.D. 215/16
Plate VIIIb

A`È`rhl¤ƒ ÉIoul¤ƒ ÉI!id≈r[ƒ]
!tr(athg“) ÉAr!i(no¤tou) ÑHrakl(e¤dou) mer¤do!
parå AÈrhl¤ou Pa!¤vno!
kvmogr(ammat°v!) Filadelf¤a!.
e`ﬁ!` ` t`Ú` katast∞!a`i de!me¤o`u!` pempom°nou! eﬁ! ÉAle[j-]
ãndrian t“ lamp(rotãtƒ)
≤gemÒni AÈrhl¤ƒ

The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the year
1928/29. Found in structure 28-242*-E.
The text runs along the fibers. The back is blank. The papyrus is regularly broken off at all
sides. 3 cm. above line 1 minimal remains of two lines of writing (in the second line read perhaps
]v`tiv`[). I do not know if and/or how these remains are connected with the text printed here. Also to
the left there are undecipherable traces of what may have been a previous column (we may be
dealing with a tÒmo! !ugkollÆ!imo!). A piece of papyrus of a different nature sticks to the text
published here. Nevertheless, it does not seem to be a "fellahin construction".
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%eptim¤ƒ ÑHrakle¤tou
[d¤dvmi toÁ! Í]pogegr(amm°nou!) ˆnta!
[eÈpÒrou! ka‹ §pithd]e`¤ou`[!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5-6 de!m¤ou! 9 ÑHrakle¤tƒ

Translation:
To Aurelius Julius Isidorus, strategus of the Arsinoite nome, Heracleides division, from Aurelius
Pasion, comogrammateus of Philadelphia. For the delivery of prisoners being sent to Alexandria to
the most illustrious prefect Aurelius Septimius Heraclitus I submit the persons written below, since
they are men of property and qualified - - The comogrammateus of Philadelphia, Aurelius Pasion, submits to the strategus of the Heracleides
division of the Arsinoite nome, Aurelius Julius Isidorus, names of persons who will deliver
prisoners who, being sent to Alexandria, will be handed over there to the prefect of Egypt (cf.,
e.g., P.Oxy. LIV 3746). The liturgy of which there is a question in the present papyrus appears
here for the first time. That certain persons were sent from one place to another metå fulak∞! is a
well attested phenomenon (cf. F.Preisigke, WB II, s.v. fulakÆ 1). It is possible that the prisoners
were sent to the prefect in conformity with his own orders (cf. J.D.Thomas, Egypt and the
Hellenistic World = Studia Hellenistica 27, Lovanii 1983, 369ff.; cf. also R.Haensch, ZPE, 100,
1994, 487ff.).
It should be noted that a text written by a comogrammateus of Philadelphia was found at
Karanis. Cf. texts nos. 1, 3, 8, 15, 17 and 18.
Notes:
1-2 The strategus Aurelius Julius Isidorus was already known (cf. G. Bastianini-J. Whitehorne,
op.cit., 37), albeit that his nomen gentile was wrongly assumed to be Aelius24.
3-4 A Pasion is comogrammateus of Soknopaiu Nesos in A.D.170 (cf. P.Lond. II 338 [p.68]).
5 e`ﬁ`!` t`Ú` kata!t∞!a`i was read with the help of D. Hagedorn who drew my attention to P.Petaus
85, 6.
For the police functions of a comogrammateus, see H.E.L. Missler, Der Komarch, Diss.
Marburg 1970, 113ff. For the Ptolemaic comogrammateus, see L. Criscuolo, Aegyptus 58,
1978, 3ff. (esp.81ff.).
5-6 I did not find other exemples of d°!mio! with the meaning "prisoner" besides those listed in
F. Preisigke, WB I s.v. 2.
8-9 For the prefect Marcus Aurelius Septimius Heraclitus, see G. Bastianini, ZPE 17, 1975, 307;
38, 1980, 86. Additions (until 1985) in ANRW II 10. 1, 512.

24 This assumption was based on the wrong supplement AÈrÆl[io! A‡]lio! ÉI![¤]dvro! in
P.Strasb.245, l. The combination (Mãrko!) AÈrÆlio! ÉIoÊlio! is relatively seldom attested in the
papyri.
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13) Nomination of (a) Liturgist(s)
P.Mich. inv.
Karanis

6324a25

4

8

12

12.6 x 4.8 cm.

Post A.D. 304
Plate VIIIc

[OÈal]e`r¤vi EÈhye¤v[i]
[t«i dia]!`hmotãtvi kayol[ik«i]
[parå AÈr]hl¤v`n ÉAxillç ÉAnt[vn¤-]
[nou ka]‹ Ptollç d`i`[å] t`oË par[Òn-]
[to! é]mfot°rvn` kvmar[x«n k≈-]
[mh! K]a`ran¤do! é!x`olh[!am°-]
[nvn t]oË iw (¶tou!) ka‹ ie (¶tou!) ka‹ h (¶tou!) [ka‹]
[EÈ]d`a¤mono! ka‹ PalÆ[mvno!]
[émf]ot°rvn kvmarx`«`[n toË §nne-]
[akaid]e`kã
` tou (¶tou!) ka‹ ih (¶tou!) [ka‹ ia (¶tou!) ]
[eﬁ!d¤dom]en eﬁ! Íph`[re!¤an]
[ ±7
].v`m¤o`u` [
[ ±7
]!a pre!`[b
traces of one more line
- - -------------------1 EÈhy¤v[i]

Translation:
To Valerius Euethius, the most eminent catholicus, from Aurelius Achillas, son of Antoninus,
and Aurelius Ptollas, represented by the one present, both comarchs of the village Karanis having
been in function in year 16 = year 15 = year 8 and from Aurelius Eudaimon and Aurelius Palemon
both comarchs for the nineteenth year = year 18 = year 11. We nominate for the service of - - Several comarchs of Karanis submit to the catholicus Valerius Euethius a nomination of an
assistant (cf., e.g., P. Oxy. XVII 2123; LX 4079-4080).
Notes:
1 Valerius Euethius is known from the following documents: P.Corn. 20 (A.D. 302); 20a = SB
I 4295 (A.D. 302); P.Oxy. XVIII 2187 (A.D. 304); LIX 3980 (A.D.300 - mid A.D.302);
P.Stras.617 (post A.D. 300); SB XIV 11614 (A.D. 303).
2 For the kayolikÒ! = rationalis who appears with certainty in Egypt for the first time under the
reign of Philippus Arabs (cf. P.J. Parsons, JRS 57, 1967, 134ff. Cf., however, D.Hagedorn,
YClS 28, 1985, 196ff.), see J. Lallemand, L'administration civile de l'Éypte de l'avènement
de Dioclétien à la création du diocèse (284 - 382), Bruxelles 1964, 80f.
3-4 Aurelius Achillas, son of Antoninus, is known from P.Cair.Isid. 6, 97; 9, 64.175; 10,
19.60.117.222; 17, 35, albeit not as a comarch. The other three comarchs mentioned were not
previously attested as such.
25 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the season
of 1932/33. Found in structure 32-C63K-A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is partly regularly
cut off at the top; it is regularly broken off at the left. At the top 2.6 cm. have been left free. The
distance between the lines 13 and 14 is less than between the other lines (line 13 may be interlinear).
In line 1, 0.6 cm. has been left free between the two names.
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Ptollç d`i`[å] t`oË par[Òn-]|[to!: the traces and the first lacuna do not allow a reading:
Ptollç D`i`[dÊ]m`ou par[Òn-]|[tvn. It should be noted that in line(s) 8(-9) neither Eudaimon
nor Palemon bear a father's name. The text involves also the comarchs Aurelius Achillas and
Aurelius Ptollas. Aurelius Ptollas is, however, not present and is represented by his colleague.
Cf. P.Rain.Cent. 82, 2-7: - - - AÈrhl(¤oi!) ÑHrak`l`e¤d˙ Pou!∞ti ka‹ ÉAnoËfi ÉOfe`ll¤`[o]u
émfot°roi! k`vmã`r`x`a`i`!` k≈mh! Xoin≈ym`e`v! d`i`[å] t`oË parÒnto! ÑH`rakle¤d`[o]u. - - -. Cf.
also P.Sakaon 71: a lease of sheep and goats directed by Aurelius Sakaon to a certain Valerius
Cyrillus and a certain Capito alias Theodorus diå toË parÒnto! [Kur¤llo]u (lines 2-3).
6-7 é!x`olh[!am°]|[nvn]: sc. tØn kvmarx¤an. I cannot offer an example for this use of the verb
é!xole›n. One may compare well known expressions such as oﬂ é!xoloÊmenoi tØn ırmofulak¤an; tÚ §gkÊklion; toÁ! kataloxi!moÊ! etc.
7 Year 16 = year 15 = year 8 = A.D. 299/300. From lines 9 - 10 it becomes clear that / is not just
used to mark the numerals but is the symbol for (¶tou!).
9-10 Year 19 = year 18 = year 11 = A.D. 302/3. Notice that in this case the use of a theta is
avoided (cf. text no.22, 15 note).
11 I owe the reading of this line to D. Hagedorn.
12 ]v` m ¤o` u ` : this may be the end of the name of the person to whom an assistant has to be
appointed.
4-5

14) Nomination of Liturgists (Komarchs ?)
P.Mich. inv. 4788b26
Karanis

4

12 x 7 cm.

ca. A.D. 310
Plate IXa

AÈrhl`¤ƒ XrÆ!tƒ !t`r`(athg“) [ÉAr!ino¤tou]
parå AÈrhl¤ou Ka!¤ou Pelag¤o`u` k`a[` ‹ AÈrhl¤ou N.N. N.N.]
ém`fot°rvn kvmarx«`n` k`≈mh[! Karan¤do!. d¤domen]
k`a‹` pro!agÉg°llomen t`“ ﬁ`d`¤`ƒ ≤`m`«`n` [kindÊnƒ toÁ! •j∞!]
§`ngegramm°no[u!] ˆ`n[ta]! e`Èp
` Ò` r
` ou! ka‹ §pi`[thde¤ou!
traces of one more line
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 §ggegramm°no[u!]

Translation:
To Aurelius Chrestus, strategus of the Arsinoite nome, from Aurelius Casius, son of Pelagios, and
Aurelius N.N., son of N.N., both comarchs of the village of Karanis.
We submit and report at our own risk the persons mentioned below, since they are men of
property and qualified - - The above papyrus contains the beginning of a nomination of liturgists, may-be of comarchs (cf.,
e.g., P.Cair.Isid. 125). The text probably belongs to the archive of Aurelius Isidorus. It is not very
26 The text originates from the 1926 dig of the University of Michigan at Karanis. Found in
structure 26-B126-A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. The papyrus is regularly cut off at the top
and partly so at the left; rather regularly broken off at the other two sides. At the top 2.5 cm. have
been left free and at the left side 2.2 to 4 cm. In the first line approximately 1 cm. has been left free
between the words.
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likely that Isidorus himself was one of the nominees, since he was proposed for the function of
comarch in A.D. 308 (= P.Cair.Isid. 125).
The strategus Aurelius Chrestus is known from the archive of Aurelius Isidorus (cf. G.
Bastianini-J. Whitehorne, op.cit., 56). An Aurelius Chrestus occurs also in SB VIII 9876, 20
(A.D. 534. Cf. also P.Köln III 158, 30 of A.D. 599: son of Johannes; Heracleopolite nome) and
SB I 4513, 22-3 (A.D. 369/70 ?; son of Valerius, a phylarches; provenance unknown) but neither
person is identical with the strategus mentioned in the present text.
In P. Cair. Isid. 22, 11 occurs a Kã!io!, son of Pelçli!. His son (?) occurs in P. Cair.
Isid. 6, 72; 9, 117.228; 12, 49 (= SB VI 9177, 49); 14, 163; 17, 98; O. Mich.I 354, 5; 614, 2.
Kã!io! is a rather common name in IVth century Karanis. Since the proper name Pelçli! (a
spelling not listed in F. Preisigke, NB as D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon alterum papyrologicum
246b suggests) and its variants is well attested, there is no reason to doubt the readings of this
name in the above cited texts. Aurelius Casius, son of Pelagios, is a to date not yet attested
comarch of Karanis27. The proper name Pelãgio! is not well attested at Karanis.
15) Nomination of (a) Liturgist(s)
P.Mich.inv. 552928
Oxyrhynchos

4

7.2 x 7.2 cm.

IV A.D.

Flaou¤ƒ Logg[
parå toË koinoË t«[n
t∞!]
aÈt∞! pÒlev! di(å) A[Èrhl¤ou d¤-]
dvmen ka‹ pro!a`g`[g°llomen t“ ﬁd¤ƒ]
≤m«n kindÊnƒ [
traces of one more line
----------------------------

2 parå toË: a tou obscured by the ink stain on the back 3-4 d¤-]|domen

We are probably dealing with a nomination of (a) liturgist(s) directed by one of the many guilds
attested in Oxyrhynchos (cf. P.Oxy. LIV pp.230ff. Cf. also I.F. Fikhman, ZPE 103, 1994, 19ff.,
esp. 30f.) to an as yet unattested curator of the Oxyrhynchite nome (cf. text no.18 for another text
directed to another logistes of the Oxyrhynchite nome but found at Karanis. There also literature).
Notes:
1 Supplement in the lacuna at the end of this line logi!tª ÉOjurugx¤tou. The lacuna at the right
can contain about 15 letters (cf. line 4) and since either or both words to be supplemented in
the lacuna can be abbreviated, we do not know whether we have to read and supplement
Logg[¤nƒ or LÒgg[ƒ.
3 In view of the length of the lacuna rather A[Èrhl¤ou X than A[Èrhl¤vn X and Y.
27

It is, therefore, impossible to say who his colleague in that function was.
The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis during the
years 1926-1928; the papyri excavated during these years were received with the papyri from the
excavations of 1927/28. Found in structure 26-B33C-C.
The text runs against the fibers. On the other side a large ink stain and traces of text running both
against and along the fibers. The papyrus is rather regularly cut off at the top and at the left; rather
regularly broken off at the bottom and at the right. At the left 1.2 to 1.8 cm. are left free; at the top
1.4 cm.
28
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For the combination of d¤dvmi ka‹ pro!agg°llv (cf. also text no.14, 3-4), see N. Lewis,
op. cit., 60 and 63.
5-6 A supplement and reading: - - - [tÚn •j∞! §ggegramm°-]|n`[o]n` é`n`t`‹ F`l`a`u`¤`o`u` .[ is not to be
excluded.
4

16) Report to Hermophilus, Royal Scribe of the Heracleides Division of the
Arsinoite Nome
P.Mich. inv. 6460a29
Karanis

4

8

6 x 8 cm.

Between A.D. 181 - 185
Plate IXb

ÑErmof¤lƒ b`a`!`i`l(ik“) gr(ammate›)
ÉAr!i(no¤tou) ÑHrakle¤dou
mer¤do!
parå Diod≈`rou
épãtoro!` §p`it` h
` rhtoË !Án •t°roi!
nom«n Pat!≈ntev! ˆntvn per‹
k≈(mhn) Karan¤da.
kat`exvr`¤!` a`m°`n`
[!oi lÒgon mhnia›on]
- - - - - - - - - - - 7-8 Pat!≈ntev!: last ! corr.from n 8 oÈ!«n

Translation:
To Hermophilus, royal scribe of the Heracleides division of the Arsinoite nome from Diodoros,
apator, together with others epiteretes of the meadows of Patsontis lying in the vicinity of the
village Karanis. We have submitted to you for registration the monthly account of - - The royal scribe of the Heracleides division, Hermophilus, was already known (cf. G. BastianiniJ. Whitehorne, op.cit., 123 [P.Fay. 295 = SB XVI 13049; P.Wessely Prag. inv.gr. I 16 =
P.Prag. I 16]). Diodoros is known from P.Cair.Mich. 359, 776 ; P.Mich. IV 223, 100. 405. 806.
808. 1110; 224, 650. 1235. 1962. 4751. 4887. 5345; 225, 37. 1118. 1710. 2693; 359A, 11630.
From these passages it becomes clear that his mother's name was Thaisas.
Notes:
5-6 For the expression §pithrhtoË !Án •t°roi! nom«n, see P.Fouad 17, 10.
7-8 For the village Patsontis situated in the neighbourhood of Karanis, see A. Calderini-S. Daris,
op.cit., IV. l, Milano 1983, 73; Supplemento I, Milano 1988, 220.
29 The text originates from the 1933 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis. Found
in structure 33-196*-Y.
With the exception of the bottom the papyrus is regularly cut off at the other sides. The text runs
along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. At the top 1.4 cm. has been left free and at the
left 1.2 cm. Two vertical folds are still clearly visible.
30 His son may be mentioned in P.Mich. IV 225, 2173. In line 8 of the Michigan text published
by O.M. Pearl in CdE 28, 1953, 337 mh(trÚ!) Yai!çto! is a likely supplement (= SB VI 9554.2 where
the pi at the end of line 8 is a misprint).
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10-11 These lines were read with the help of D. Hagedorn. Cf., e.g., P. Berlin Möller 5 (= SB
IV 7342) and P. Mich. IX 544 (= SB VI 9635).

17) Petition to Ailius Eutyches Alias Kleon, Nomarch of the Arsinoite Nome
P.Mich. inv. 4788a31
Soknopaiu Nesos

4

8

6.6 x 8.4 cm.

II century A.D.

Aﬁl¤vi EÈtuxe› t“ ka‹ Kl°oni
nomãrx(˙) ÉAr!i(no¤tou)
parå YenapÊgxev! t∞!
%totoÆtev! épÚ k≈mh!
%oknopa¤ou NÆ!ou metå
kur¤ou toË !ungenoË!
%totoÆtev! toË %toÆt`e`[v! énagr(afom°nou) §pÉém]f`Òd
` ou %uria[k∞!
±10
]. . mon
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 !uggenoË!

Translation:
To Aelius Eutyches alias Kleon, nomarches of the Arsinoite nome from Thenapynchis, daughter of
Stotoëtis, from the village of Soknopaiu Nesos with as guardian her relative Stotoëtis, son of
Stoëtis, registered in the quarter Syriake - - Only the addressee, a to date unknown nomarches of the Arsinoite nome, and the description of the
person who addresses him have been preserved and we do not known what this document was
about. It is to be noted that a petition from a woman from Soknopaiu Nesos was excavated in
Karanis (cf. texts nos. 1, 3, 8, 12, 15, and 18).
Notes:
2 The Arsinoite nomarches concerned himself with taxes (cf. S.L. Wallace, Taxation in Egypt
from Augustus to Diocletian, Princeton 1938, passim). For the nomarches of Antinooupolis,
see P.Thmouis I, 130, 2-3n.
3-4 In SB XVI 12641, 2 (Soknopaiu Nesos, A.D.181) a Thenapynchis, daughter of Stotoëtis is
also mentioned. Although both names are rather common in Soknopaiu Nesos we may be
dealing with the same woman. The Thenapynchis, daughter of Stotoëtis, occurring in
P.Vindob.Tandem 24,11 (Soknopaiu Nesos, A.D.45) cannot be identical with the woman in
the present text.
7-8 %toÆt`e-` |[v!: %to∞ti! is an attested form of the much more common proper name %toto∞ti!.
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The text originates from the 1926 dig of the University of Michigan at Karanis. Found in
structure 26-B126-A.
The papyrus is regularly cut off at the right and partly so at the top and the left. The text runs
along the fibers. The other side is blank. At the left approximately 2 cm. have been left free.
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18) Petition to Flavius Paulus, Logistes of the Oxyrhynchite Nome
P.Mich. inv. 3029a32
Oxyrhynchos

10 x 6 cm.
F`lau¤ƒ

4

PaÊlƒ

lo[gi!tª

ca. A.D. 381
Plate IXc
ÉOjurugx¤tou]

parå AÈrhl¤vn OÈenãfrev! gen`[om°nou
ka‹ ÜHrvno! émfot°rvn P`[
nomoË. §j érx°vn §tãxyh [
h to`Ë §poik[¤ou
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 érxa¤vn

The text is too mutilated to enable us to establish what it is about. It is interesting that a text directed
to a logistes of the Oxyrhynchite nome was found at Karanis (cf. above texts nos. 1, 3, 8, 12,
15[!] and 17). Flavius Paulus is known from PSI X 1108, 3.
For the logistai of Oxyrhynchos between A.D. 303 and 346 there is the marvellous list by
R.A. Coles in P.Oxy. LIV pp. 222 ff. (several additions and additional data in P. Oxy. LX). For
other logistai, see P.J.Sijpesteijn-K.A.Worp, Miscellanea Papyrologica II, Papyrologica Florentina
XIX, Firenze 1990, 518ff.
Notes:
2 In P.Col. VII 152, 13 - 14 (Karanis, A.D. 343 - 345) a Venaphris, son of Ptollas, occurs who
may be the same person as the one mentioned in the present text. I was unable to find his
brother, Heron, in another text.
4 Originally I took §jarx°vn as one word and assumed that we were dealing with a to date unattested spelling §jarxeÊ!/•jarxeÊ! (cf. P. Oxy. XLIII 3143, 6 note). "So in later Greek we
often find -eu! substituted for an earlier -o! ...," L.R. Palmer, A Grammar of the PostPtolemaic Papyri, London 1946, 58. I thought of a supplement like: ÍpÚ t«n toË] | nomoË
§jarx°vn §tãxyh. However, §jarxe›!/ •jarxe›! of a nome would also be a novum! D.
Hagedorn found the right solution. The petition proper starts with §j érx°vn (read érxa¤vn).
Cf. for §j érxa¤vn, LSJ s.v. érxa›o! III.l.
5 h: either µ or ≤. But perhaps we are dealing with the last letter of a word that started already in
the previous line.
19) Text Mentioning the Dikaiodotes Petronius Catullinus.
P.Mich. inv. 6260a
10.6 x 3.4 cm.
Karanis
]e Petrvn¤ou Katoulle¤nou dikaiodÒtou
]u` klhy°ntvn AÈrhl¤ou Dio!kÒrou ka‹ Bouba!toË
traces of one more line
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

III/IV century A.D.
Plate IXf

1 petrvnÛou pap.; Katull¤nou
32

The papyrus was discovered during the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis
conducted by Professor Boak in 1924-1925. Found in structure 24-5022 D and N.
The papyrus is only at the top regularly cut off. The text runs along the fibers. The other side was
probably blank. Between lines 1 and 2 over 1 cm. has been left free. Between Flau¤ƒ and PaÊlƒ 1
cm. has been left free and 2.4 cm. between PaÊlƒ and lo[gi!tª.
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Also of this text too little has been preserved to establish what it is about. It looks (cf. klhy°ntvn
in line 2) as if Aurelius Dioskoros and his wife (?) Bubastus have been summoned by someone.
The main interest of this text lies in the mention of a hitherto unknown dikaiodotes (cf. P.Diog. 18,
2n.).
Notes:
1 ]e: possibly: kÊri]e. If this assumption is correct, then this text was directed to another official
than the dikaiodotes.
Katoulle¤nou: for the transcription of the Latin u, see F.Th. Gignac, A Grammar I, Milano
1976, 217ff.
2 ]u`: probably o]u, i.e. probably the end of a proper name. Supplement in the lacuna ÍpÒ.
Bouba!toË: the masculine proper name BoÊba!to! is not yet listed in the usual papyrological
onomastica. In P.Oxy. XXII 2346, 3 the female proper name Bouba!toË! occurs. Unless to!
was written at the beginning of the next line we are here probably dealing with the short
genitive (cf. ZPE 64, 1986, 119f.) of the same name. If a woman is involved the absence of
the nomen gentile can be more easily explained.
20) Declaration to the b i b l i o f Ê l a k e ! § g k t Æ ! e v n
P.Mich. inv. 6546b33
Karanis
(2nd hand)

13.6 x 5.2 cm.

T`Ælefo! ![e]!`h`(me¤vmai)

traces

A.D. 84 - 96
Plate IXg
mh(nÚ!) %v[t]h`r`(¤ou) y-.

%vkrãthi gegumna!iarx(hkÒti) ka‹ ÉAnt`ipãt(rƒ)
bibl(iofÊlaji) §nktÆ!evn ÉAr!inoe¤tou
p`a`[r]å` P[ey]°v! pre!but°rou toË Pey°v!
[toË Pey°v! t«n ] é`p`Ú` Karan¤do!. xvr‹!
[œn épegracãmhn diÉ Ím«n pro!apogrãfomai]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(1st hand)
4

3 §gktÆsevn ; ÉAr!ino¤tou

Translation:
(2nd hand) I, Telephos, have signed - - - the 9th of the month Soterios. (1st hand) To Socrates,
former gymnasiarch, and Antipatros, keepers of the register of property for the Arsinoite nome,
from Petheus the elder, son of Petheus, grandson of Petheus, from Karanis. Besides what I
registered through you, I register in addition - - -.
The declaration seems to have been of a standard formula, of which a full discussion can be found
in H.J. Wolff, Das Recht der griechischen Papyri Ägyptens, Handb. d. Altertumswissenschaft X.
5. 2, München 1978, 222ff., especially 227 n. 23.
Notes:
1 Telephos, scribe of the keepers of the property record-office, Socrates and Antipater, occurs
also in P.Ryl. II 107,1.24 ( A.D. 84-96 [cf. BL VIII 294]). The name Telephos is only
33

The text originates from the l933 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis. Found
in structure 33-B556B-A.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is regularly cut
off at the top, the left, and the right; it is regularly broken off at the bottom. At the left and at the top
approximately 1.8 cm. have been left free.
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seldom attested in the papyri (cf. ZPE 103, 1994, 252). In P.Mich. V 310,18.30 occurs a
Kronion, son of Telephos (Tebtunis, A.D. 26/27).
The first line of this text, written by a different (= Telephos') hand from the body of the text, is
very difficult to read (cf. BGU XI 2017, 1n.; P.Heid. IV 300 introduction). On plate 16 of P.
Ryl. II one can see that we are dealing with the same hand. After ![e]!`h(` me¤vmai) one expects
a letter-number, the symbol for (¶tou!), and a titulature of Domitian (cf., e.g., M. Chrest. 204,
208, 215). I am, however, unable to make any sense of the sawtooth-writing between
![e]!`h`(me¤vmai) and mh(nÚ!). The reading of the editors in line 1 of P. Ryl. II 107 is between
!e!h(me¤vmai) and e- sheer guess-work as they realized themselves (cf. their note to line 1).
mh(nÚ!) %v[t]h`r(` ¤ou) y- : June 3. The honorific month %vtÆrio! (not to be confused with the
honorific month %vtÆr for which, see P. Oxy. LV 3780, 2 note) was probably instituted
during the reign of the emperor Domitian (cf. K. Scott, YClS 2, 1931, 258f.).
2 For Socrates and Antipater, see P.Col. VIII 213, 1n. The same spelling, %vkrãthi, can be
found in BGU XI 2017, 2; P.Col. VIII 213, 1 and P.Ryl. II 107, 2. In BGU II 536, 1; SPP
XXII 23, 2; 25, 2 and 86, 2 we find the spelling %vkrãt˙. %vkrãtei is only found in SB VI
9539, 2.
4-5 Petheus the elder, son of Petheus, grandson of Petheus, is known from P.Mich. IX 540
(Karanis, A.D. 53). He is probably related to Petheus, son of Ptolemaios alias Petheus the
elder, grandson of Petheus, mentioned in BGU XI 2017, 4-5 (Karanis, A.D. 88).
21) Declaration to the b i b l i o f Ê l a k e ! § g k t Æ ! e v n
P.Mich. inv. 5865a34
Karanis
(1st hand)

8 x 7.8 cm.

Between A.D. 222-235
Plate IXd

[¶tou! .(.) AÈtokrãto]r`[o! Ka¤!ar`o]!` Mãr[kou A]Èrhl¤`[ou]
[%eouÆrou ÉAlejãnd]rou EÈ!e[boË]! EÈtuxoË! %eba!toË Fam(en∆y) i[.]

[
± 15
] k`a‹ XairÆmoni t“ ka‹ %arapod≈`[rƒ]
[bibl(iofÊlaji) §gktÆ!evn ÉAr]!`i(no¤tou)
[parå AÈrhl¤ou
].o`! éfÆliko! épÚ émfÒdo[u
[metÉ §pitrÒpou AÈrh]l¤ou %arap¤vno! EÈda¤[mono!. épogrãfomai ˘ ±gÒra!a]
[katå xrhmati!mÚ]n teleivy°nta diÉ érx¤[ou
[
± 8 §n tª mht]ropÒlei §p' émfÒdo`u` [
[¥mi!u m°ro! koinÚn k]a‹ édia¤reton o`ﬁk
` ¤a! ka[‹
[
± 15
pept]vkue¤h! tim∞! ér[gur¤ou draxm«n
traces of one more line
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(2nd hand)
4

8

3 the second ka‹ seems to be corrected 7 érxe¤[ou

8 ep.amfodou pap. 9 pept]vku¤h!

34 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in 1930/31.
Found in structure 30-C123BJ-A. Although this text was found at Karanis it was undoubtedly drawn
up in the metropolis Arsinoë (cf. footnote 4).
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is irregularly
broken off at all sides. Between lines 2 and 3, 2 cm. have been left free. After ÉAr]si(no¤tou) in line 4,
5.4 cm. have been left free. On the photograph, in the upper left corner, a fragment which is out of
place.
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Translation:
(1st hand) Year x of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander Pius Felix Augustus,
Phamenoth 10(+). (2nd hand) To X and Chairemon alias Sarapodorus, keepers of the register of
property for the Arsinoite nome, from Aurelius X, a minor, of the district X with as guardian
Aurelius Sarapion, son of Eudaimon. I register the halve share, common and undivided, of a house
and a courtyard(?) and a collapsed x which I bought under a transaction transacted through the
archives here - - - in the metropolis in the district X the price being x silver drachmas - - This papyrus contains a registration of an acquired property with the keepers of the property
record-office for the Arsinoite nome (cf. the introduction to text no.20).
Notes:
1-2 The text is dated by the emperor Severus Alexander as sole ruler. It is, therefore, later than
(April), A.D. 222 (cf. D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 62, 1986, 108).
2 Famen∆y i[ ]` : the text was written between March (6/)7 and 15.
3 Chairemon alias Sarapodorus35 was not previously known as keeper of the property recordoffice for the Arsinoite nome. It is not to be excluded that in the lacuna at the end of this line
another function (e.g., gegum(na!iarxhkÒ!i)) has also to be supplemented.
6 An Aurelius Sarapion, son of Eudaimon, occurs also in P. Oxy. I 87, 5-6 (A.D. 342), X
1253, 11 (IV A.D.), SPP XX 68 II recto V 21 (Hermopolite nome, III A.D.) but it is far from
certain that we are dealing with identical persons.
7 érx¤[ou was possibly followed by §nyãde and a chronological indictation.
9 ka[‹ aÈl∞! is a likely supplement.
10 pept]vkue¤h!: a form of !um- or katap¤ptein (cf. G. Husson, op. cit., Paris 1983, 200f.).
22) Document Mentioning Annius Diogenes, Procurator of the Heptanomia
P.Mich. inv. 5298a36
Karanis

4

8

19 x 8 cm.

25. 2. - 26. 3. A.D. 301
Plate Xa

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - traces of one line
m°nvn §p‹` ÑErmo.[
ka‹ %arap¤vno! ép[
§pimelht«n érgu`[r¤ou
xrhmãtvn trapez`[
ÉAnn¤ou Diog°nou! [
prÚ ib- Kaland«n` [
DioklhtianoË toË p[

35 Comparing the second epsilon of teleivy°nta in line 7 it may be preferable to read
%erapod≈`[rƒ in line 3 and %erap¤vno! in line 6. %erap¤vn is a well attested spelling of %arap¤vn; I
found the spelling %erapÒdvro! only in P.Abinn. 64, 26; CPR V 6, 11; P.Michael. 30, 17 (all IVth
century A.D.); SB XIV 11674, 1 (III/IV A.D.); 12035, 1 (II A.D.).
36 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
year 1928/29. Found in structure 28-242*-L (in the same structure a literary papyrus was also found
[cf. TAPA LXXVI, 1945, 118ff.] besides several fourth century papyri and ostraca).
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. The papyrus is only at the right
regularly broken off. At the left at least 4 cm. were left free and at the bottom at least 3.5 cm.
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12

Ípate¤a! t«n de[!pot«n ≤m«n Kvnstant¤ou ka‹ MajimianoË t«n]
§pifane!tãtvn [Kai!ãrvn tÚ gprÚ]
ia Kaland«n ÉIano[uar¤vn
toË pre!but°rou !e.[
(dhnar¤vn) (muriãda!) j`b` (draxmå!) Zsn a.[
∂n ka‹ di!-]
!Æn !`oi §jed≈ka[men
(¶tou!) iz/ iw/ ka‹ y// Fame`[n∆y

5 xrhmãtvn: x ex t and h ex a (the scribe started to write trapez)

11 Ûano pap.

Only the lower left part of a document which seems to be dealing with the collection of money has
been preserved. Only the official Annius Diogenes who is mentioned in this text is of interest (cf.
P.Oxy. XLII 3031 introduction, L 3573. See also R. Pintaudi - P.J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 89, 1991,
86ff.).
Notes:
3 ép[: perhaps ép[aitht«n. Cf. B. Palme, Das Amt des épaithtÆ! in Ägypten, Wien 1989.
4 §pimelhta‹ érgur¤ou are not yet attested. Cf., however, the §pimhlhtØ! é!Æmou (cf. N.
Lewis, op.cit., 23f.) and the épaithta‹ xru!oË ka‹ é!Æmou (= B. Palme, op.cit., no. 389).
7 For the Roman date, see P.J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 33, 1979, 229ff. Also in line 11(December 22).
8 One is tempted to supplement at the end of this line p[atrÚ! t«n basil°vn, but this
expression occurs to date only in the formula of Diocletian's 10th consulate (A.D. 308). We
do, however, not know whether we are dealing with a date or, e.g., with an oath formula (cf.
K.A.Worp, ZPE 45, 1982, 199ff.). One could think of supplementing toË p[ãnta nik«nto!
de!pÒtou ≤m«n. It seems that Diocletianus is mentioned without his co-ruler Maximianus.
9 Like in P.Panop.Beatty II 37. 58 de!pot«n instead of kur¤vn is used in this text (cf. D.
Hagedorn - K.A. Worp, ZPE 39, 1980, 165ff.).
9-10 The third consulate of the Caesars, Constantius and Maximianus, falls in A.D. 300. Their
first consulate (together) is A.D. 294 which is rather far away in time from the date of the
present papyrus (A.D. 301; line15). From the supplements in line 9 it becomes clear that
approximately 37 letters have been lost at the right.
13 For the form of the symbol for (muriãde!), see W.M. Brashear, ZPE 60, 1975, 239ff.
14 This line was deciphered by D. Hagedorn. Instead of the supplement and reading di!-]|!Øn a
supplement and reading tri!-]|!Øn and so on is naturally also possible. I supplemented the
plural §jed≈ka[men, since in lines 3-4 there seems to be a question of a plural also.
15 It should be noticed that the use of the theta is not avoided in this date (see most recently A.U.
Stylow - J.D. Thomas, 'Zur Vermeidung von Theta in Datierungen nach kaiserlichen Regierungsjahren und in verwandten Zusammenhängen', Chiron X, 1980, 637ff. (with relevant
literature. Cf. also J.Kramer, ZPE 97, 1993, 154f. [note to line 12]). Cf. text no. 13, 9-10.
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23) Receipts for the Annona
P.Mich. inv.
Karanis

5275a37

15.7 x 6.7 cm.

July 25 - August 23, A.D. 216
Plate Xb

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [ka]‹` [ımo¤v]!`
êllai k`r`[
Ùktakosi- - - ,]
(g¤nontai) v.

4
(2nd hand)

8

ka‹ ımo¤v! aﬂ a(Èta‹) Íp¢r ˆjo`[u!
t°!!are!, (g¤nontai) [d.]
AÈrÆlio! Pi!k°n`[nio!]
prãk(tvr) énnvnik`[«n.]
Loggin¤a %erhn[¤lla]
eﬁ! lÒg(on) én`n≈n[a!]
puroË (értãbhn) m¤an.
(¶tou!) kd// (3rd hand) Me!or[Ø .(.) .]

Translation:
- - -. And likewise others for meat (?) - - - eight hundred, total 800. And likewise the same for
vinegar - - - four, total 4. (2nd hand) Aurelius Pescennius, praktor of the annona. Longinia Serenilla (delivered) on account of the annona one artaba of wheat. Year 24, (3rd hand) Mesore .(.).
The present text seems to have contained several receipts for payments made in connection with the
annona. Of a previous receipt only the last lines are preserved. Lines 5 through 10 contain a
complete receipt written by a different hand. In it a prãktvr énnvnik«n appears for the first time.
A prãktvr énn≈na! appears in P.Mich. VI 390, 4 (the only known instance to date) of the 24th
year of the emperor Caracalla. I assume that year 24 mentioned in line 10 of the present text is also
A.D. 214/15. It is possible that the prãktvr énn≈na!/énnvnik«n existed only in the last years of
the reign of the emperor Caracalla.
Notes:
1 k`r`[°v! is a very likely supplement. Like vinegar (line 3) and wheat (line 9) it belongs to the
products collected for the annona (cf. P.Lond. III 1251 descr. published by G.M.Parássoglou
in Aegyptus 67, 1987, 82ff. = SB XVIII 13417).
2 As in line 4 we cannot establish 800 and 4 of what have been delivered.
5 Pisk°n`[nio!: for the interchange of epsilon and iota, see F.Th. Gignac, A Grammar I, Milano
l976, 249ff. The name Pescennius occurs only seldom for a private person in the papyri.
7 Longinia Serenilla is not known from an other text published to date.

37 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis for the
year 1928/29. Found in structure 28-163*-E.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side is blank. At the right where there is a kÒllh!i! the
papyrus is regularly broken off; it is regularly cut off at the bottom. At the bottom approximately 5
cm. have been left free. Between lines 2 and 3, 1.5 cm. have been left free and between lines 4 and 5,
2.5 cm. Three horizontal and one vertical fold are still visible.
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24) End of a Petition
P.Mich. inv.
Karanis

624438

11 x 9.2 cm.

March 10, A.D. 331
Plate Xc

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a . . [. . . . .] . [
dieutÊxei. Ípate¤[a! ÉIoun¤ou]
Bã!!ou ka‹ Flau¤ou ÉAblab`¤`[ou]
t«n lamprotãtvn` §[pã]r[xvn]
Famen∆y id- .

4

AÈrÆlio! Xairç! §`p[` it°-]
toka.

(2nd hand)

3 flauÛou pap.

6 AÈrÆlio!: o! smudged 6-7 §p[id°]dvka

It is impossible to say to whom this petition was directed and what it was about. This text and the
following two may claim some interest, since Byzantine texts from Karanis are relatively rare39.
Notes:
2-4 The consulate of Junius Bassus and Flavius Ablabius is known from relatively many
documents. Cf. R.S. Bagnall et alii, Consuls of the Later Roman Empire, Atlanta 1987, s.a.
6-7 Aurelius Chairas was a brad°v! grãfvn. (cf. H.C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae II, Amsterdam
1973, 629ff.; A.E. Hanson, 'Ancient Illiteracy', in Literacy in the Roman World, Journal of
Roman Archaeology, Supplementary Series, no.3, Ann Arbor 1991, 159ff.).
25) End of a Deed of Surety
P.Mich. inv. 460340
Karanis

4

5.4 x 5.2 cm.

July 30, A.D.360
Plate IXe

--------------------------------[ka‹ §]p`er(vthye‹!) …mol(Ògh!a).
[Ípa]t`e¤a! t«n de!(pot«n) ≤m«n Kv`n`[!tant¤ou toË]
[aﬁv(n¤ou)] AÈg(oÊ!tou) tÚ i- ka‹ ÉIoulianoË Ka¤!`[aro!]
[tÚ g]- Me!orØ w. (2nd hand) AÈrÆlio! . [
[§]g`gu«mai tÚn pat°ran mo`[u AÈrÆlion]
[Pa]p`noËyiÅnÄ ka‹ para!tÆ!`v` […!]

38 The text originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan in the season of
l932/33. Found in structure 32-218*-Y.
The text runs along the fibers. The papyrus is only regularly cut off at the left. At the bottom 2.5
cm. have been left free and 2 cm. at the left.
39 Cf. D.W.Rathbone, 'Settlement and Society in Greek and Roman Egypt', Proceedings of the
20th International Congress of Papyrologists, Copenhagen 1994, 137, footnote 7 [cf. also J.R.Rea,
ibidem, 266ff. : 'P.Col. VIII 242 : Caranis in the Fifth Century'.].
40 The text originates from the 1925 excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis. Found
in structure 25-341-H.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank. 3 cm. from the right border
there is a kÒllh!i!. The papyrus is regularly cut of at the left and at the right.
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[prÒ]k`[eitai.] A`Èr
` Æ
` l
` io`!` P`a∞
` [` !i!
----------------------------------------3 Ûoulianou pap.

5 [§]ggu«mai: gu ex corr.; pat°ra

Translation:
- - - and in answer to the formal question I gave my assent. In the consulship of our lords
Constantius the eternal Augustus for the 10th time and Julianus Caesar for the 3rd time, Mesore 6.
(2nd hand) I, Aurelius N.N., stand surety for my father Aurelius Papnuthis and I shall produce
him as written above. I, Aurelius Paësis, - - The lower part of a deed of surety of a son for his father has been preserved. It is not astonishing
that relatives stand surety for relatives: cf., e.g., P.Abinn. 61: a father for a son; P.Batav. 9: a son
for a father; P.Köln V 232: a brother for a brother; PSI VIII 964: a son-in-law for a father-in-law.
Many similar texts have come down to us (for IVth century deeds of surety, see P.Heid. IV pp.
118ff.; for later deeds of surety, see Papyrologica Florentina VII, Florence 1980, 25ff.[with
additions in P.Heid. IV pp. 91f.]).
The 10th consulate of the emperor Constantius II and the 3rd of Julianus Apostata was to
date attested in only two papyri (cf. R.S.Bagnall et alii, op. cit., s.a. No new attestations since
1987). Only on December 19, A.D. 360 (P.Oxy. XIV 1695, 1) this consulate is for the first time
attested in a papyrus (other sources from the eastern part of the empire and sources from the
western part of the empire attest it much earlier). The present papyrus proves that this consulate
was already on July 30, A.D. 360, shortly before Julian's army proclaimed Julianus Augustus in
Gaul, known in Egypt. The raising tensions between the emperor and his Caesar (cf. G.W.
Bowersock, Julian the Apostate, Cambridge [Mass.] 1978, 42ff.) were not (yet) expressed in the
dating formulae (cf. R.S. Bagnall et alii, op. cit., 64).
It should be noted that several elements in the consular formula have been abbreviated, a
phenomenon relatively rarely attested in the papyri.
For the omission of toË §pifane!tãtou in front of Ka¤!`[aro!, cf. SPP XX 101, 7.
Aurelius Paësis (line 7) is in all probability the person who wrote the text for Aurelius N.N. (and
not the first of an unknown number of witnesses). The 8th and probably last line of the present text
ran as follows: ¶graca Íp¢r aÈtoË égrammãtou ˆnto! (vel simile).
26) Beginning of a Document
P.Mich. inv. 6345a41
Karanis

4

13 x 6.5 cm.

December 21, A.D. 381
Plate Xd

[Ípate¤a! Flaou¤vn EÈxai]r¤ou ka‹ %uagr¤ou t«n lamprotãtvn
[§pãrxvn toË ﬂeroË praitvr¤ou] Xoiåk ke-.
[
].o! KelÚlÉ mhtrÚ! ÉAot¤h! épÚ §poi[k¤ou
toË ÉAr]!`ino¤tou no`[mo]Ë` A`È`r`[h-]
[l¤ƒ
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

41 The papyrus originates from the excavations of the University of Michigan at Karanis in the
season of 1932/33. Found in structure 32-C68K-B.
The text runs along the fibers. The other side was probably blank.The papyrus is partly regularly
cut off at the top and the right; it is regularly broken off at the other sides. At the top 3 cm. have been
left free.
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Only the beginning of a document whose nature cannot be established anymore has been
preserved. The consulate of Flavius Eucherius and Flavius Syagrius is well attested (cf. R.S.
Bagnall et alii, op.cit., s.a.).
Notes:
1 In view of the 21st of December the postconsulate of these two consuls is excluded.
2 It is possible that nothing was written at the beginning of this line (cf. R.S. Bagnall - K.A.
Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt, Studia Amstelodamensia VIII,
Zutphen 1978, s.a.).
3 The female proper name ÉAot¤h occurs here seemingly for the first time.
University of Amsterdam
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TAFEL VI

a)

b)

c)

d)
a) P.Mich. inv. 6352; b) P.Mich. inv. 2872a; c) P.Mich. inv. 2789a + b; d) P.Mich. inv. 5458a

TAFEL VII

a)

b)

c)

d)
a) P.Mich. inv. 6354a; b) P.Mich. inv. 2868a; c) P.Mich. inv. 217; d) P.Mich. inv. 6807a

TAFEL VIII

a)

b)

c)
a) P.Mich. inv. 5336; b) P.Mich. inv. 5299a; c) P.Mich. inv. 6324a

TAFEL IX

a)

b)

c)

d)

f)

e)

g)
a) P.Mich. inv. 4788b; b) P.Mich. inv. 6460a; c) P.Mich. inv. 3029a; d) P.Mich. inv. 5865a;
e) P.Mich. inv. 4603; f) P.Mich. inv. 6260a; g) P.Mich. inv. 6546b

c)

b)

d)

a) P.Mich. inv. 5298a; b) P.Mich. inv. 5275a; c) P.Mich. inv. 6244; d) P.Mich. inv. 6345a

TAFEL X

a)

